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Abstract—This paper introduces a new definition and compu-
tation method for the energy margin as a means to quantify the
degree of stability of a dynamic power system model. The method
is based on detailed device modeling that spans both transient and
midterm time scales and includes effects of under-load tap-changer
(ULTC) actions. The energy margin is defined as the minimum dis-
tance in potential energy space between the first- and second-kick
trajectories, where the latter is chosen to be marginally stable. A
generalized second-kick design is proposed. This consists of a com-
bination of a load-step first kick and a three-phase fault second
kick, applied at a time instant when the system is “closest” to the
boundary of the stability region. The value of the energy margin is
tracked through various tap-changer configurations. Thus, situa-
tions where ULTC actions are detrimental to stability can be un-
covered, and “optimal” tap positions can be found. The concept is
first illustrated on a single-machine infinite bus (SMIB); then, re-
sults are shown for a ten-bus voltage stability test system and for
a modified version of the standard IEEJ 60-Hz test system, where
some loads are fed through step-down ULTCs.

Index Terms—Energy function, power systems dynamic sta-
bility, second-kick method, under-load tap changers (ULTCs).

I. INTRODUCTION

I N an operations planning environment, it is desirable to
not only determine whether a set of dynamic disturbance

scenarios are stable or unstable but also to assign a measure
to their degree of stability, so various configurations can be
compared and extrapolations made as to what transfer level
would exhaust the available stability margin. Although transient
and voltage stability—due to distinct mechanisms and separate
time frames—have sometimes been perceived as decoupled
phenomena, in this paper, they are treated as aspects of coupled
short-term power system dynamics.

Various researchers have previously used energy function
methods to quickly assess whether a transient disturbance will
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result in loss of stability; a classic text on the subject is [1].
Here, we do not focus on transient stability assessment methods
that must yield results fast but rather on helping operations
planners synthesize the output of simulations resulting in a
multitude of time-domain curves into a single, easy-to-interpret
number, namely, the energy margin (EM). A somewhat less
general indicator of dynamic stability, called the extended equal
area criterion (EEAC), has been developed in [2], based on
clustering of multimachine systems to an equivalent single-ma-
chine infinite bus (SMIB). The EEAC has been successfully
used for studies of transient stability constrained power sys-
tems, e.g., for contingency screening, corrective control, and
available transfer capability (ATC) calculations [3].

Significant research has been devoted to the dynamic aspects
of voltage stability. A saddle-node bifurcation analysis has been
applied to voltage collapse in [4] and [5], where dynamic gen-
erator and load models are used. Reference [6] takes a time
decomposition approach for detecting voltage stability prob-
lems, in which a simulation tool for midterm dynamics provides
system “snapshots” to be used in an eigenvalue analysis of the
faster, transient dynamics. A few papers have been devoted to
advancing energy function methods for the study of voltage sta-
bility. An energy function that incorporated load modeling but
no generator dynamics was first introduced in [7], while an en-
ergy function that takes into account reactive power limits is
proposed in [8]. Finally, a Lyapunov function for structure-pre-
serving power system models with both generator and load dy-
namics is developed in [9].

In this paper, an energy function formulation is developed
from the first-integral approach, using injection models. Our
time-domain simulations use detailed models for generators, ex-
citers, governors, dynamic loads, and under-load tap-changer
(ULTC) devices; hence, the proposed method can be as accurate
as the system model allows. Based on the trajectories obtained,
an energy value is calculated for every point in time. The energy
margin is then constructed based on the established second-kick
method, as the potential energy (PE) difference at the respective
peaks of the first- and second-kick disturbances. Since we are
not restricted in our assessment by the transient stability time
frame, we are able to introduce a new, “generalized” EM con-
cept, where more freedom is allowed in the choice of the na-
ture of both the first and second kicks and also in the timing of
the second-kick application. The only requirements are that 1)
the first- and second-kick trajectories settle in the same stable
equilibrium point (SEP) and that 2) the second-kick trajectory
is marginally stable, i.e., it passes as close as possible to an un-
stable equilibrium point (UEP) on the boundary of the stability
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Fig. 1. Second-kick-based energy margin computations.

region while still remaining within the region of attraction of the
aforementioned SEP.

In transient stability assessment, the first- and second-kick
disturbances are three-phase faults of specified duration at the
same location in the system. In this paper, a new second-kick de-
sign is proposed. It consists of a combination of load step first
kick and three-phase fault second kick, applied in the region that
experiences the load increase. The idea is to first bring the high
(stable) and low (unstable) voltage solutions closer together at
this higher load level, then to drive the system toward the sta-
bility boundary via a fault. Other first-second kick combinations
that meet conditions 1 and 2 above could be explored, such as
a permanent load step as first-kick followed by temporary load
step as second-kick or permanent fault (with line clearing) fol-
lowed by temporary load step.

It is observed that the first-kick trajectory results in a poten-
tial energy curve that exhibits multiple local peaks. Applying
the second kick at time instances corresponding to these PE
peaks may drive the system toward different UEPs, thus uncov-
ering different margins for different types of instability mech-
anisms. This is illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows as a contin-
uous line the original first-kick trajectory settling at an SEP. This
stable trajectory is situated within the SEP’s stability region,
whose boundary is shown in a dotted line. Two marginally stable
second-kick trajectories and are shown in dashed lines, the
first one originating at a peak point of the first-kick PE, marked
as PE , and the second one at PE . Each of these
trajectories has its own controlling UEP, UEP , and UEP , both
situated on the boundary of the stability region. Approxima-
tions to these UEPs are taken as the PE peaks of the second-kick
trajectories, PE and PE , respectively. Subtracting
the values of the second- and first-kick PE peaks results in two
values for the energy margin, and , and the smallest
will be taken as the actual margin. Thus, the margin calculated
at various PE peak times can be smaller or larger, as the stability
region boundary can be shaped such that the system is closer to
instability in one particular direction.

For certain power system models that result in steady-state
equilibria for which the boundary of the stability region is char-
acterized not by UEPs but by an unstable limit cycle (ULC),
as illustrated, for instance, in [10], the search for a marginally
stable trajectory will encounter a system response that exhibits

sustained oscillations. Trajectories originating outside the limit
cycle diverge away via growing oscillations, while trajectories
inside the limit cycle converge to the SEP via decreasing os-
cillations. Since the limit cycle is a closed curve, the energy
along such a trajectory would be bounded and periodic. In such a
case, the marginally stable trajectory originating inside the limit
cycle can be used in computing the EM. In addition, a special
case of limit cycles for mixed continuous and discrete dynamics
may arise from switching events. Note that the transformer tap
hunting phenomenon is excluded from this analysis, as we make
the assumption that the number of tap-changing operations has
to be finite.

Our previous work [11] has shown that the energy margin and
UEP coordinates are dependent on the site, timing, and nature of
the disturbance and, of course, on the initial power flow solution.
We have proposed using the EM for making decisions about
installing stability-enhancing devices such as SVCs and TCSCs.
Higher margins were indeed reported for systems equipped with
these devices. In addition, different values for the energy margin
were reported for the traditional and new second-kick designs,
thus reflecting different instability mechanisms.

This paper offers a principled approach to investigate the ef-
fects of transformer tap-changer actions on system stability. The
interactions between loads, generators, and ULTCs are all ac-
counted for, and longer simulation times than those typically
involved in the assessment of transient stability are used. A new
energy-based tool for the analysis of short-term power system
stability, with transformer tap ratios modeled as time-changing
parameters, has been devised. Energy margins are calculated for
the newly designed second kick as the system evolves through
various tap-changer configurations. The individual EM values
are not an indication of the degree of long-term voltage stability,
as each EM corresponds to a fixed tap ratio; however, the overall
trend should provide some guidelines for desirable ULTC set-
tings.

The second-kick-based EM computation method described
in our previous work [11] is extended to allow for dealing with
systems equipped with ULTCs. This paper starts with an SMIB
example, which serves to illustrate that, for such a simplified
model, the ULTC acts—as intuitively expected—to improve
the system stability as measured by the EM. Results are then
shown for a simple ten-bus voltage stability test system [12]
and finally for a modified version of the standard IEEJ 60-Hz
test system analyzed in [11], with select loads now fed through
step-down ULTC transformers. In the scenario shown for the
ten-bus system, contrary to expectations, EM decreases with
the tap-changer action. This is explained by the effect of a
generator over-excitation limiter (OXL) that curtails reactive
power supply from generation nearby the load center, similar
to the voltage collapse mechanisms reported, e.g., in [13]. The
IEEJ 60-Hz system is used to illustrate how the EM concept
and computation algorithm can be applied to a large, realistic,
multimachine and multi-ULTC case. The results shown for this
system scenario reveal the existence of an “optimal” tap con-
figuration, as the EM initially increases due to improvements
in the voltage profile and load damping, then starts to decline
as the voltage-dependent real loads are gradually restored via
their step-down ULTC transformer actions.
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Fig. 2. Potential energy surface for SMIB at tap ratio 1.1.

II. SIMPLE EXAMPLE: SMIB WITH ULTC

To illustrate the concept of EM computation in the presence
of ULTCs, a simple power system adapted from [14], consisting
of a load connected to both a generator and an infinite bus in a
triangle configuration, has been extended to allow for the mod-
eling of a step-down transformer at the load bus. The generator
is modeled via the constant voltage behind transient reactance
model, while the load is constant MVA. This simplified mod-
eling, although not appropriate for the study of voltage stability,
allows for the definition of a path-independent energy function.
Then, the energy margin can be defined as the minimum height
of the potential energy (PE) “well,” i.e., the difference between
the energy of the UEP and the energy of the PE peak point along
the trajectory , as illustrated in Fig. 2. This height is propor-
tional to the energy of the unstable equilibrium point (UEP) re-
sponsible for transient instability, whose coordinates can, in this
case, be explicitly calculated for each tap ratio value.

Simulations show that for this simple model, the energy of
the transient UEP increases, while the ULTC acts to restore the
load bus voltage by decreasing the tap ratio. The transient UEP
does remain the controlling UEP for the whole ULTC turns ratio
range. In addition, the energy of the critical point decreases with
each subsequent tap action, and so, it follows that the energy
margin is improved. Fig. 3 shows the kinetic (KE), potential
(PE), and total ( ) energy trajectories as the system evolves
through three tap positions, of ratio 1.1, 1.0, and 0.9 respec-
tively. The PE peak point of each region is identified, and the
energy margins (EMs) are calculated as the difference between
the energy of the UEP for that tap position and the energy of the
respective peak point PE .

Our simulations also indicate that the tap-changer action re-
sults in increased reactive power support from the classical gen-
erator, which, per its definition, does not contain any reactive
power limiting mechanisms. More interesting results will be
shown when this simplifying assumption is no longer made.

Fig. 3. Energy trajectory and margin versus time for SMIB with ULTC.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Energy Function Formulation

Starting from the basic idea of the first integral approach, as in
[15] and [16], i.e., that the right-hand sides of the nonlinear or-
dinary differential equations (ODEs) that make up the dynamic
power system model can be viewed as negative partial deriva-
tives of the energy function with respect to the states

(1)

it can then be shown that the energy that satisfies (1) will be
decreasing along any system trajectory, i.e., , and that
the set of points for which contains only equilibria.

The energy function is traditionally comprised of two terms:
potential and kinetic energy

(2)
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Fig. 4. ULTC transformer branch connected to load.

The kinetic energy is simply

(3)

while the potential energy derived from time-domain simulated
trajectories has been originally developed in [11] as

(4)

where

• superscript denotes the steady-state equilibrium
point;

• and are the relative machine internal angle and
speed;

• and are machine mechanical and electrical
powers;

• and are the imaginary parts of the bus admit-
tance matrix (under the lossless model assumption);

• are magnitude and angle of the complex bus volt-
ages;

• and are injections at the load ( ) and generator
( ) terminal buses.

For the detailed machine and load modeling used in this
paper, the integral terms in the expression of the potential
energy (4) are path dependent. However, since the whole
time-domain curves are available through simulation, including
the final SEP, these terms can be computed accurately. A
numerical method similar to [17] and [18], e.g., the backward
trapezoidal integration method, can be used to calculate the
energy function incrementally for every point in time along the
simulated trajectory.

B. Variation of UEP Energy With Respect to Tap Ratio

Let us consider a lossless, multimachine differential-alge-
braic equation (DAE) power system model, which allows for
the definition of a path-independent energy function. Now, let
us examine the effect of introducing a ULTC transformer at
branch – , as illustrated in Fig. 4. The following terms in the

expression for potential energy (4) will be explicitly dependent
on the tap ratio:

(5)

where is susceptance of the – transformer branch.
It is necessary to determine how the energy of the UEP

changes with respect to the transformer tap ratio , where, for
the purposes of this proof, is treated as a continuously varying
parameter. The derivative of the energy function with respect
to the tap ratio can be written as

where

(6)

It is noted that, since the energy function reaches a maximum
at the UEP, the partial derivatives of the energy with respect
to the differential and algebraic variable vectors and calcu-
lated at the UEP must be zero. Hence

(7)

where and
Note that is always positive, whereas the sign of can be

either positive or negative, depending on the value of :

(8)

For negative values of , the numerator in (7) will be clearly
negative. For positive values of , the numerator in (7) is can-
celled with respect to at

(9)

However, within the usual range of operation of transformer tap
changers, which is turns ratio, the numerator in (7)
typically stays negative even for positive values of . Thus, the
derivative of the UEP energy can be viewed as the difference be-
tween two negative functions of the type in (7), one dependent
on the UEP coordinates and another on the SEP coordinates.
The energy of the UEP can then be viewed as the difference
between two functions decreasing with respect to a tap-ratio in-
crease. Depending on the actual SEP and UEP coordinates, the
result of this difference can be an increasing and/or a decreasing
function. From this theoretical assessment, one can conclude
that even when the controlling UEP is consistent throughout the
various tap-changer configurations, the energy of this UEP can
either go up, resulting in a higher potential energy well and, con-
sequently, a more stable configuration, or down, when quite the
opposite is achieved. The following section will describe a rig-
orous method by which the stability of a system equipped with
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discrete tap-changing transformers can be tracked through its
various configurations.

C. Second-Kick Energy Margin for Discontinuous Systems

A unified approach, covering short-term voltage and angle in-
stability mechanisms, is proposed in this paper. This is based on
the fact that the loss of stability is always preceded by the system
trajectory leaving the region of attraction of the post-fault stable
equilibrium point, through a boundary point in the “vicinity”
of a UEP. The stability boundary can be locally approximated
by the constant potential energy surface passing through this
UEP. Traditionally, the energy margin is defined as the differ-
ence between the energy injected into the system by the fault
(i.e., at fault clearing) and the energy of the UEP, provided that
its coordinates are known [19]. The second-kick method allows
one to avoid the computational burden imposed by the need to
determine the UEP by naturally providing a good approxima-
tion of the controlling UEP, i.e., the one toward which the un-
stable trajectory would be headed. The method takes advantage
of the modeling accuracy of time-domain simulations and can
deal with path-dependent energy functions without the need for
making unrealistic modeling simplifications.

As mentioned in the introduction, in order for the “margin”
concept to make sense, one must be able to guarantee that the
system converges to the same steady-state equilibrium point
after both the first and the second kick. Only under such con-
ditions can one talk about the distance in the potential energy
space between these two trajectories. Since the power flow so-
lution is different for every region of constant tap configuration,
it is necessary to calculate a new EM for each of these regions
with the tap configuration identical in the first and second kick.
The algorithm below is a modified version of the EM computa-
tion algorithm we first employed for systems with a continuous
model [11].

• Simulate the original first-kick system
trajectory with ULTC model enabled: .
• Divide the trajectory into regions of
constant tap configuration: ,
and save their initial conditions:

.
• Starting from initial condition ,
generate new first-kick trajectories ,
with ULTCs locked in the th tap position
set .
• Apply the second-kick method for each
of the above continuous trajectory regions

, with ULTCs locked, i.e., at chosen
time , initiate disturbance that results
in a marginally stable trajectory.
• Compute set EM EM of energy margin
values for the system locked in each tap
configuration.

For each constant tap configuration region , the energy
margin is calculated as

EM (10)

where is the time the post-fault steady-state equilibrium is
reached, is the time instance when the second kick is applied
(chosen from peak times of PE terms in the first-kick trajectory),
and is the PE peak time of the second-kick trajectory.

This algorithm has been implemented via a Perl-C-Matlab
hybrid and tested on two power systems featuring discrete
ULTC models, as shown in the results section below.

IV. RESULTS

In a dynamic security assessment (DSA) study, many distur-
bance scenarios, at various locations in the system, must be sim-
ulated. This is also done in traditional transient stability studies,
with an energy margin or some other index, such as the one de-
rived from the EEAC, assigned to each scenario. In this paper,
instead of a single number per scenario, a set of numbers, one
for each continuous region in between discrete switching events,
is calculated. Since each EM value corresponds to a fixed tap
configuration, the one that exhibits the maximum value of the
EM as obtained in a study environment can be used as a guide
to suggest tap settings for ULTCs during real-time operation.
Eigenvector- or tangent-vector-based network partitioning tech-
niques [20] can be applied to identify areas that are vulner-
able to voltage collapse. Buses within such areas can be then
be used as locations for the first-kick load step, such as load
centers located remotely from generation sources. Further, the
three-phase fault should be applied in the area of the transmis-
sion system supplying power to such a load, to decrease the
transfer capability. The results section focuses on nearly radial
structures, as it is generally agreed that such systems are more
vulnerable to voltage stability than meshed networks, where
reactive power is more readily available from nearby sources
without extensive losses.

A. Ten-Bus Voltage Stability Test System

The EM with ULTC computation method has been applied to
a modified version of the ten-bus voltage-stability test system
described in [12]. The one-line diagram is shown in Fig. 5.

This system consists of the following dynamic models.

• G1 is a classical machine with large inertia and MVA;
fast-responding governor, to approximate an infinite
bus.

• G2 and G3 have subtransient models with fast exciters.
• The excitation for G3, which is on the same side as

the load center, is modeled in detail with an OXL that
limits its ability to supply reactive power.

• Transformer T6 is equipped with an ULTC, turns ratio
range , 0.00625 step size, 30.0 s. time delay
for first tap move and 5.0 s. for second and subsequent
moves.
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Fig. 5. One-line diagram of the ten-bus voltage stability test system.

Fig. 6. Bus voltage magnitudes at primary and secondary sides of the ULTC.

• Megawatt loads at buses 7 and 10 are 100% V-f depen-
dent; MVAr loads are 50% constant and 50% con-
stant .

The original disturbance, a.k.a., first kick applied, was chosen
as a permanent 2% load step at both load buses, 7 and 10. After
an initial voltage decrease, which is further aggravated at about
30 s by the limiting action of the OXL at G3, the ULTC kicks
into action at about 50 s. After seven tap changes, the voltage
at load bus 10 is restored, although to a value somewhat lower
than in its prefault steady state.

The time-domain trajectory was divided into nine regions, as
shown in Fig. 6, with Region 0 and 1 prior to any tap-changing
action and Regions 2–8 corresponding to the time intervals
between two consecutive tap actions. The oscillations in be-
tween tap changes are due to the voltage restoration effect of
the ULTC, followed by the voltage decrease effect of load
restoration [12]. The EM calculations were then carried out for
Region 0 prior to any OXL action, Region 1 after OXL but with
the ULTC action disabled completely, Region 2 with the ULTC
locked after the first tap move, and so on, until Region 8 with
the ULTC locked after the seventh (last) tap move.

The second-kick disturbance was a temporary three-phase
fault applied at bus 6, followed by the opening of one of the cir-

TABLE I
SECOND-KICK EM RESULTS, TEN-BUS VOLTAGE STABILITY TEST SYSTEM

cuits of line 5–6, with reclosing after fault clearing. The second
kick was applied for each region at the PE peaks of the original
trajectories, following their respective tap-changing action, as
described in Table I.

From Table I, one can see that for this particular system model
and disturbance type, the energy margin is decreasing with each
tap action. In an attempt to explain this counterintuitive result,
one can look at the evolution of the system generation and load
due to the ULTC. The first thing to note is that by the time the
ULTC control mechanism is activated, the OXL at G3 has al-
ready intervened to curtail the reactive support from this gen-
erator, which is closest to the load center. As the tap-changing
actions restore the voltage at load bus 10, the voltage at load bus
7 is actually decreasing. The overall effect of this increase/de-
crease is that both the system real and reactive loads are actu-
ally slightly decreasing with each tap action. However, due to
the restoration of the voltage at bus 10 by the ULTC action, the
local reactive support from G3 is less with each tap action, while
support from G1 and G2 must correspondingly increase, as seen
in Fig. 7. Since the extra MVArs must come from sources more
distant from the load center, losses are increased, hence the extra
stress on the system.

The system MVA generation at the final steady-state point of
each tap region is also summarized in Table I—note that total
MVA is increasing with each tap position. Fig. 8 shows the plot
of energy margin values versus system MVA generation for each
trajectory region. Note that the largest change in EM happens
due to the OXL action, after which EM continues to slowly de-
crease with each tap position change.

B. IEEJ 60-Hz Multimachine With Multi-ULTC Test System

The IEEJ 60-Hz test system is a radial system with 27 buses,
35 branches, and ten machines [11].
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Fig. 7. Generator reactive power, original 2% load step, and ULTC action.

Fig. 8. Energy margin versus system MVA generation for each tap position.

The one-line diagram is shown in Fig. 9. Loads at buses 2–8
have been modified to be fed through step-down ULTCs. This
system consists of the following dynamic models.

• Generators are modeled by the detailed two-axis sub-
transient model with exciter and governor.

• Real power load is voltage and frequency dependent,
as shown in (11); reactive power load is constant
impedance.

• ULTCs turn ratio range , 0.005 step size,
6.0 s time delay between moves.

The real power load model used is

(11)

Fig. 9. One-line diagram of the IEEJ 60-Hz test system.

Fig. 10. Load voltage profile for the modified IEEJ 60-Hz system.

where superscript denotes prefault steady-state values, is
a constant positive coefficient, and represents the frequency
deviation from nominal (60 Hz).

With the energy function defined as in (2)–(4) and the load
model as in (11), it can be shown that the derivative with respect
to time of the energy function is negative definite

(12)

where is the generator damping coefficients, and is the
rate of change of load bus angles.

In order to evaluate the degree of stability of this system
through the EM, a first kick consisting of a 10% load increase
at buses 6 and 9 is applied, for a total of 80 s simulation time
until steady state is achieved. This disturbance results in nine
constant tap regions, with the first tap action occurring at about
10 s into the first-kick simulation and the last one at about 32 s,
as illustrated in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 11. Energy margin versus time for the modified IEEJ 60-Hz system.

TABLE II
SECOND KICK EM RESULTS, IEEJ 60-HZ TEST SYSTEM

The second kick chosen was a three-phase fault at bus 16,
which is the high-voltage side of a generator step-up transformer
and within the first-tier neighborhood of stressed load bus 6. The
minimum EM value obtained for each tap configuration region
is shown in Fig. 11.

The time-domain simulation engine used was the transient
stability assessment tool (TSAT) from Powertech Labs [21].

Following a negligible decrease due to the first tap position
change, the EM increases to its maximum value at about 20 s
post-disturbance, then decreases to a final value slightly lower
than the one before any tap action occurred. The dynamic be-
havior for this large multi-ULTC system is more complex than
that of the single-ULTC ten-bus system examined in the pre-
vious section. Still, there is a plausible explanation for the re-
sults in Fig. 11 based on the properties of voltage- and fre-
quency-dependent loads. Table II shows the values of the EM
for each constant tap-configuration region along the first-kick
trajectory, together with post-fault steady-state values of system
generation.

One can notice from this table that, due to the voltage and,
hence, load restoration effects of ULTCs, the system MVA in-
creases steadily with each tap action. This should, by a similar
argument as in the previous section, lead to an ever-decreasing
energy margin. However, the voltage restoration has a secondary

effect, which is that it linearly improves the load-damping co-
efficient in front of the frequency-deviation in the
load model (11). A better damped system is able to absorb larger
amounts of energy as injected by the fault and still remain stable.
This is also reflected in the expression of the energy function
derivative (12), which is larger for higher load damping and,
thus, results in a faster decreasing energy function curve. By it-
self, this effect would result in an increasing energy margin.

Due to the above two competing effects, the EM increases
for the first couple of tap changes, as the voltage profile is im-
proved and the system becomes better damped, after which the
higher loading on the system becomes the dominant effect, and
the EM starts to decrease for the last four tap changes. The
load behavior ties together the voltage response—as governed
by ULTCs—and the frequency response—as governed by gen-
erators.

We believe that this research shows the potential for using
the proposed EM with ULTC computation algorithm for offline
studies that would allow operations planners to visualize the im-
pact of various tap-changer configurations on system stability.

V. CONCLUSION

This work has shown that the energy margin can be used as
an indicator of the degree of stability of power systems with
ULTCs, thus aiding operators and planners in making decisions
about the most suitable tap-changer configurations and uncov-
ering situations where tap actions can actually be detrimental to
system stability.

The energy function proposed featured detailed modeling
of generators, dynamic loads, and ULTCs. No approximations
were made since complete information regarding the system
response to a disturbance is available via the time-domain
simulation. The tradeoff is that this method is very time con-
suming and as yet only suitable for offline studies. However, a
fully automated tool that computes the energy margin for each
tap-changer configuration resulting from a chosen first-kick
disturbance has been devised and tested on a realistic multima-
chine, multi-ULTC system.
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